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Abstract. Let B be a real separable Banach space. A suitable linear imbedding of

a real separable Hubert space into B with dense range determines a probability

measure on B which is known as abstract Wiener measure. In this paper it is shown

that certain submanifolds of B carry a surface measure uniquely defined in terms of

abstract Wiener measure. In addition, an identity is obtained which relates surface

integrals to abstract Wiener integrals of functions associated with vector fields on

regions in B. The identity is equivalent to the classical divergence theorem if the

Hubert space is finite dimensional. This identity is used to estimate the total measure

of certain surfaces, and it is established that in any space B there exist regions whose

boundaries have finite surface measure.

1. Introduction. Let B be a real separable Banach space with norm || • ||. Con-

sider a linear imbedding i of a real separable Hubert space into B with dense

range. Gross [5] has shown that if the function \¿- || is a measurable norm on the

Hubert space, then the space B carries a Borel probability measure px uniquely

characterized by the identity

Px({xeB : iy,xy < r}) = (2Tr\¿*y\2)-1'2 f    exp [-(2\¿*y\2Y1s2]ds.
J — 00

Here, y is any element of the topological dual space of B, ¿* is the adjoint of the

imbedding map, and | • | is the norm on the dual Hubert space. The space B, to-

gether with the Hubert space and the imbedding, is said to be an abstract Wiener

space, andpx is said to be abstract Wiener measure on B.

The above measure is easily identified if the associated Hubert space is finite

dimensional. Since any dense linear imbedding of a finite dimensional space is

invertible, a range space B of such an imbedding is isomorphic to the Hubert

space. Under the isomorphism, the measure px is given by

Px = (27r)-dlmfl'2 exp [- |x|2/2] dx

where dx is Lebesgue measure on the Hubert space and | ■ | is the Hubert norm.
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Certain features of the integral calculus for the finite dimensional example above

have been abstracted to infinite dimensional spaces. However, the imbeddings

which arise in the infinite dimensional case are not invertible and the topology of

the range space of an imbedding enters nontrivially into the formulation of such

abstractions. For example, it is known that a closed subspace with finite codimen-

sion in an abstract Wiener space is itself an abstract Wiener space and Wiener

measure is a product of a measure on the subspace and a measure on a supple-

mentary subspace. We use this fact to prove that certain (nonlinear) submanifolds

of any abstract Wiener space carry a uniquely defined surface measure.

An important regularity condition which is defined for a map F from an abstract

Wiener space B to a Banach space y is differentiability in Hilbert space directions.

Let t denote the imbedding of the associated Hilbert space H. For fixed x in B, the

auxiliary function V(h) = F(x + th) is defined on H. If V: H -> Y is Fréchet dif-

ferentiable at the origin, then Fis said to be differentiable in Hilbert space directions

at the point x. We shall say that the function Fis H differentiable at x. We define

the divergence of certain H differentiable vector fields on a space B, and we derive

an identity which relates the Wiener integral of the divergence over a region to a

surface integral over the boundary of the region. Our use of the Hilbert space

imbedding makes clear the fact that the integrals are determined by the Hilbert

inner product and the derivative of the vector field in Hilbert space directions.

Hence, we refer to the integral identity as a divergence theorem for Hilbert space.

It is well known that certain Banach spaces do not admit Fréchet differentiable

partitions of unity. However, in an abstract Wiener space the condition that a

function be H differentiable is less stringent than the condition for Fréchet differen-

tiability, and we show that nontrivial H differentiable partitions of unity exist. Such

partitions are used in establishing the divergence theorem. In connection with this

technical problem we remark that the surfaces considered in the paper are of a

more general type than Fréchet differentiable surfaces. It is shown that these sur-

faces exist even in Banach spaces that do not admit Fréchet differentiable partitions

of unity.

If a real-valued function u on a real Hilbert space is twice Fréchet differentiable

at a point x, then the second derivative u"(x) may be identified with a bounded

operator on the space. Gross [6] has defined the Laplacian of u by

Aw(jc) = trace [u"(x)]

if u has the property that u"(x) is a trace class operator (or equivalently, a nuclear

operator [3]). A similar definition has been formulated for certain H differentiable

functions on an abstract Wiener space. For such a function, the vector field «' is

defined in a neighborhood of x and our definition of the divergence of u' coincides

with the definition of the Laplacian of u. We apply the divergence theorem to vector

fields of the form u' to relate the Wiener integral of the Laplacian of m to a boundary

integral. This relation is used to establish the existence of surfaces in abstract

Wiener spaces which have finite surface measure.
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2. Preliminaries. In dealing with an abstract Wiener space it is convenient to

identify the associated Hubert space with its image in the Banach space. In the

paper, the pair (TT, B) will always denote an abstract Wiener space where H is a

dense subspace of B with a Hubert norm |jc| =(x, x)112.

Definition 1. Let (H, B) he an abstract Wiener space. A map F: E-* y from

a subset E of B into a Banach space Y is said to be TT continuous at x if the map

V{h) = F(x + «), defined on {E— x) n TT, is continuous at the origin in the relati-

vized Hubert topology. A map F on an open set E in B is TT different ¡able at x if the

function V is Fréchet differentiable at the origin in TT. If V'(0) exists, then this

operator is said to be the TT derivative of F at x.

If a real-valued function u defined on an open subset of Bis H differentiable at x,

we denote by (Du)(x) the TT derivative at x. Higher TT derivatives of u may be

defined inductively using definition one. We denote by Dnu{x) the «th TT derivative

of u at x if it exists.

Suppose that/?! is abstract Wiener measure on the space (TT, B). For fixed x in B

and a Borel subset E of B, the equation

pt(x,E)=px(t-ll2E-x),       t>0,

defines a Borel probability measure pt(x, ) on B. An alternate definition of this

measure is given in [6, p. 127]. It follows from equation (3) in [6] that the two

definitions are equivalent. The measure pt(0, ) is denoted by pt( ), and this measure

is said to be abstract Wiener measure with variance parameter t. If fis a bounded

measurable real-valued function on B the function ptfis defined by

(Ptf)(x) = [ f(y)Pt(x,dy) = I  f(x+y)pt(dy).
Jb Jb

By Proposition 9 of [6], such a function is infinitely TT differentiable on B.

For any space (TT, B), the imbedding H -> B has dense range. Hence, the adjoint

map B* -> TT* is injective. The use of this injection clarifies the manner in which

the linear structure of B is used in the integral calculus for abstract Wiener measure.

First, the canonical isomorphism between H* and H allows one to identify B* with

a subspace of TT and, hence, of B. Thus, we have the inclusions B* c //c B. Secondly,

an element of the space L(B, B*), that is, a continuous linear operator from B to

B*, may be identified with an element of L(H, TT). In view of the identifications

above, this is accomplished by restricting the operator to TT. The elements of

L(B, B*) which we shall be interested in are those whose restrictions to TT are

orthogonal projections on H.

One may easily see that elements of B* n TT are characterized in terms of the

norm | • || on B as follows : An element x of TT is in B* if and only if there exists a

constant C>0 such that the inequality \(x, y)\ ^C||j|| holds for all y in TT. For

such an element x we shall denote by <x, ■> the continuous extension of the linear

functional (x, ■) to all of B.
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Remark 1. Let K^ H be a finite dimensional subspace of B* where (H, B) is

an abstract Wiener space. If ylt..., yn is an orthonormal basis of Kthen the equa-

tion Qx=~2 <>>/, x)y¡ defines a continuous operator from B to B*. Since Q is the

continuous extension of the orthogonal projection of H onto K, Q is a projection

on B. Thus, B = K® L where F is the null space of Q. Let K1 denote the orthogonal

complement of Kin H. By Remark 2.2 of [6], the pair (K1, L) is an abstract Wiener

space and we have the product decomposition pt =p't x pt where p't is abstract

Wiener measure on F and p.t is Gauss measure on K. That is,

fit = (2nt)-dimKI2exp[-\k\2/2t}dk

where K is viewed as an inner product space.

3. Surfaces in abstract Wiener spaces.

Definition 2. Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. A real-valued function g

defined on an open subset U of B is an H-C1 function if g is continuous and H

differentiable on U, the map Dg: U -> H* is continuous, and for each x in U, the

vector Dgfa) is in B*.

Definition 3. Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. A subset 5 of B is an

H-C1 surface if for each x in 5 there is an open neighborhood U of x in B and an

H-C1 function g defined on U such that Dg(x)^0 and S n U={y e U : g(y) = 0}.

A subset V of B has an H-C1 boundary if for each point x in dV there is a neigh-

borhood U of x and a function g with the above properties such that V n U

= {yeU:g(y)<0}.

Remark 2. Definition 2 differs from the standard definition of a differentiable

surface in a Banach space in that the function g appearing in Definition 2 is not

required to be continuously Fréchet differentiable on its domain. One may easily

verify that any differentiable surface in a space B is an H-C1 surface for the pair

(H, B). It is not known whether in every Banach space there exists a bounded set

with a differentiable boundary. In fact, the works [1], [7] and [10] show that for

many Banach spaces the set of continuously Fréchet differentiable functions is

rather small. This suggests that for such spaces there do not exist many differen-

tiable surfaces. Nevertheless, using abstract Wiener measure we show that for any

pair (H, B), the space B has nonempty bounded open sets with H-C1 boundaries.

Proposition 1. For an abstract Wiener space (H, B) let Br(x) denote the ball of

radius r centered at x in B. Then for each pair of numbers 0<r<r', there exists a set

V with an H-C1 boundary such that Br(xfa V^BT,(x).

Proof. Given numbers r and r', choose e>0 such that e<r<r'<e_1, and put

f(y) = min {| y \\, 2e ~ *} where || y || is the norm on B. By a remark above, the function

gt — iPtf) is H differentiable on B for each t > 0. Since the function / satisfies a

Lipschitz condition on B it follows that gt satisfies a Lipschitz condition for each t.

That is, for some M >0 the inequality

\gtiy)-gtiz)\ i M \\y-z\\
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holds for all y and z in B. But then for any element « in TT,

\{Dgt{y),h)\ S limsupí-1|gtO> + jA)-&O0| Ú M \\h\\.
s->0

Hence, Dgt(y) is in B* for each y in B and the B* norm is not greater than M. Also,

from Proposition 9 of [6] we have

\(Dgt(y),h)-(Dgt(z),h)\ = jB{f(y + v)-f(z + v)}(h,v)pt(dv)

^ 2rll2M\\y-z\\ \h\.

It follows that the map Dgt: 5^ TT* is continuous. By Proposition 6 of [6], the

function gt converges uniformly to/as t approaches zero. We put r" = (r+r')/2.

Then for t sufficiently small, the set Vt = {y : gt(y) < r"} satisfies ßr(0)<= ^tcgr,(0).

To prove that Vt is a set with an TT-C1 boundary for t small, it suffices to show that

Dgt is nonzero on the set {y : e< \\y\\ <£-1} for / sufficiently small.

Given j such that £< || y\\ <e~1, choose« in TT such that \\h— y\\ <s/4. Then if s is

a positive number,

i"1{gt(^ + sA)-ft(j')} = J"1 f        {||j + ^+z|| - b + z||}/>f(dz) + £(j)
JllzlKe/4

where E(s) = s~1 jmieli{f(y + sh + z)-f(y + z)}pt(dz). Since/satisfies a Lipschitz

condition we have \E(s)\ ^ M\\h\\pt({\\z\\ ̂ e/4}). One may verify directly that

||.y+irt+z|| - ||y + z\\ ̂ es/4 if ||z|| <e/4. Hence by letting s approach zero we obtain

(Dgt(y),h) ä (e/4)A({||z|| < E/4}-M|«||A({||z|| ^ e/4}).

But limf|oA({|lzll <«/4})=l and thus Dgt(y) is nonzero for / sufficiently small.

Moreover, a uniform estimate as above may be made on the set {y : e< ||y\\ <£-1}

since the only requirement for « is that || y — « || < e/4. Hence Vt has an TT-C1

boundary and clearly any translate of this set also has an H-C1 boundary.

Corollary of the proof. Let || • || denote the B norm for a space (TT, B). For

any e > 0 there exists a bounded function f: B -> R satisfying a Lipschitz condition on

B such that the functions pj converge uniformly to the norm on the set {y: || y \ < e ~1}

as t | 0, and Dpjis nonzero on the set {x : e < \\ x \\ < e ~ ̂ for t sufficiently small.

Proof. By the proof of the proposition the statement holds for

/(x) = min{||x||,2e-1}.

This corollary will be used in a later argument.

Definition 4. Let K be a differentiable surface in a real Hubert space TT. A one

dimensional orthogonal projection P on TT is a normal projection for K at x in K if

there holds

|P(j>-*)| = o(\y-x\),       \y-x\ | 0,

for all ^ in K.
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Remark 3. If A- is a differentiable surface in a Hilbert space, the condition that

a one dimensional projection F is a normal projection at x is equivalent to the con-

dition that the hyperplane x + kerF is tangent to K at x. It follows from the im-

plicit function theorem [2, Theorem 10.2.1], that such a projection exists for each

element of a differentiable surface and that each projection is unique.

Remark 4. If 5 is an H-C1 surface in the space (H, B), it is an immediate con-

sequence of Definition 3 that for any x in S the set (S—x) n H is a differentiable

surface in H.

Proposition 2. Let S be an H-C1 surface in an abstract Wiener space (H, B).

There exists a unique map A: S^L(B, B*) such that

(i) for each x in S, the restriction of Ax to H is a normal projection for

(S-x)nHatO,

(ii) for each x the map Jx = I— Ax is a homeomorphism of an open neighborhood in

S ofix onto an open subset in the null space ofAx, and

(iii) the map A: S -» L(H, H) (with the operator norm topology on the range) is

continuous.

Proof. Suppose x is in S. Since (S—x) n H is a differentiable surface in H con-

taining 0, by Remark 2 there exists a unique normal projection at 0. Thus, if the

map A exists, it is uniquely determined by property (i).

For x in S let U and g be as in Definition 3. Since Dg: U -> H* is continuous we

may assume with no loss of generality that \Dg\ >0on U. We put v(h)=g(h + x) for

h in (U—x) n H. Since v is continuously Fréchet differentiable on this set and

(S—x) n H is a level surface of v on this set, we obtain

Ax = \Dv(0)\-2(Dv(0),)Dv(0) = \Dg(x)\-2(Dg(x),-)Dg(x)

by an elementary argument. By assumption, Dg(x) is in B* and so Nx extends to a

continuous projection on B. Moreover, for any y in U the same argument yields

that the equality holds for x replaced by y. Hence, property (iii) follows from the

continuity of the map Dg: U-> H*.

We put h=\Dg(x)\~1Dg(x) so that Nx = <[h,-}h. If Lx denotes the null space of

A7* we have Lx = {yeB : <[h,y) = 0}. Then B=LX® span {h}. Now x = l0+s0h for

some /„ in Lx and s0 in R. We define a function w in a neighborhood in Lx x R of

(l0, s0) by setting w(l, s)=s— \Dg(x)\'1g(l+sh). Using the fundamental theorem of

calculus one sees that w is a contraction mapping in the second variable in a neigh-

borhood of (/„, s0). We apply [2, Theorem 10, 1.1] to obtain a continuous real-

valued function u defined in an L^ neighborhood of l0 satisfying g(l+u(l)h) = 0.

Hence, the map /-»■ l+u(l)h is continuous into S n U. This map has a continuous

inverse, for Jx(l+u(l)h) = l. Also, by the uniqueness part of Theorem 10.1.1 the

map Jx followed by l+u(l)h is the identity map on some open neighborhood in S

of jc. This establishes that Jx is a local homeomorphism into Lx.
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Definition 5. Let S be an TT-C1 surface in an abstract Wiener space (TT, B).

The map TV whose existence and uniqueness is asserted in Proposition 2 is the

normal projection for 5. If y is in S then by Proposition 2 there is an element « in B*

of unit Hubert norm and a neighborhood W in S of y such that

(i) Nyh = h,

(ii) \Nwh\ >0 for all w in W, and

(iii) Jy = I—Ny is a homeomorphism of Ifinto the null space of Ny.

The element « is said to be a unit normal at j and W is said to be a coordinate

neighborhood of y.

4. Surface measure.

Definition 6. Let S be an TT-C1 surface in an abstract Wiener space (TT, B), and

let W be a coordinate neighborhood of a point ,y in S. For a fixed x in B and r > 0

we define a measure p(f, x, If, • ) on the Borel sets of W by

P(t,x, W, E) = (27T,)-1'2 I       \NJ\~1 exp [-(^y^N^w-x^pKJyX, dl).
Jjy(E)

In this formula « is a unit normal at j, p't() is Wiener measure on the null space of

Ny, and w=Jy1l. p(t, x, W, ■) is said to be a local version of normal surface measure

with dilation parameter t and translation variable x.

Remark 5. It is instructive to identify the measures given by Definition 6 when

TT is the finite dimensional inner product space Rn. For such a space the Euclidean

norm is measurable and an TT-C1 surface S is a differentiable surface in Rn. It

follows immediately from the formula in Definition 6 that

p(t,x, W, ■) = (2Trt)-nl2exp[-(2t)-1\s-x\2]ds

where ds is (Lebesgue) surface measure on S.

Lemma 1.1. Let S be an H-C1 surface for the space (TT, B) and let y and z be two

points in S. If for fixed x in B, p(t, x, W, ■) and p(t, x, W', ■) are local versions of

normal surface measure on coordinate neighborhoods W, W' ofiy, z respectively, then

for any Borel set E^W r\ W' there holds p(t, x, W, E) = p(t, x, W', E).

Proof. Suppose W n W'^0. Let hy, «2 be unit normals at y, z and let yp't, zp't

denote Wiener measure on the null spaces L and L' of Ny and N¡¡. By Definition 6,

p(t,x, W',E) = (27TÍ)-1'2 |       lAV/g^exp [-(2i)-1|TV2(w'-z)|2] zp't(Jzx, dl')

where w'=J~1l'. Since T=JZJ~1 is a homeomorphism on Jy(W n W'), the integral

may be written as

(1)       (2ttí)-1/2 f      IN^]-1 expi-VtyWJ^l-x)?] zP't(Jzx,T(d!)),
Jjy(E)

where w=Jy1l.
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We consider the measure zp't(Jzx, T(dl)) on Jy(W n W'). If hy and hz are linearly

dependent then Ny = Az and the equality follows immediately. Hence, we may

assume that Jyhz = hz — Ayhz + 0. Since Jyhz is in B* and Jyhz vanishes on

M=Ly n Lz we have Ly = M® span {v} where v= \Jyhz\~1Jyhz. Similarly, Lz

= M ® span {k} where k= \Jzhy\ ~xJzhy. We derive an expression for T(l) using the

direct sum decomposition l=m + sv, meM, s e R. Using the identities /¡/F"1/)

= 1 and Ay = (hy, )hy we obtain Jy1l=l+(hy,Jy1l)hy and thus T(l)=JzJ~1(l)

=Jzl+(hy,Jy1l)Jzhy = m + {\Jzhy\(hy,J;1l)-(hy,hz)}k.

We puta(m,s)=\Jzhy\(hy,J~1l)-(hy,hz). By Remark 1, zp't =p"t x fit where p? is

Wiener measure on M and pt is Gauss measure on span {k}. By applying the one

dimensional Jacobi theorem one obtains

zp't(T(dl)) = (2nt)~1'2exp [-(2t)-1a(m,s)2](ea/8s)(m,s)p¡(dm)ds

where ds is Lebesgue measure on span {k}.

Given any /„ in Jy(Wn W'), by Definition 3 and Proposition 2 there is an H

differentiable function g on a neighborhood of F"1/,, such that g(l+u(l)hy) = 0

where u(l) = (hy, Jy */) for /in a neighborhood of /0. By the implicit function theorem,

du/ds= — \Axhy\ _1|AV;|, w=J~1l, and it follows that

(8a/8s)(l) = lAJifa^A^].

We replace zp't(Jzx, T) in (1) by the formula for this measure derived above. The

resulting expression is the formula for p(t, x, W, E).

Theorem 1. Let S be an H-C1 surface in an abstract Wiener space (H, B). For x

in B and t>0 there is a unique positive measure ot(x, ■) on the Borel field of S such

that for any local version of normal surface measure, p(t, x, W, ■), on a coordinate

neighborhood W in S and any Borel subset EofiW there holds at(x, E) = p(t, x, W, E).

Proof. If S is an H-C1 surface then the collection of all open coordinate neigh-

borhoods of points of 5 is an open cover of S. Since S is a subset of a separable

metric space there is a countable subcover. We choose such a cover, {Wn}, and

construct a disjoint cover {Yn} of Borel sets with the property that Fn<= Wn. We

define a set function ot(x, ■) on the Borel field of S by setting

at(x, E) = 2 P(t, x, Wn, E n Yn)

where p(t, x, Wn, ■ ) is given by Definition 6. It follows from the countable additivity

of each local version that at(x,-) is countably additive.

Now suppose that p(t, x, W, ■ ) is a local version of normal surface measure on an

arbitrary coordinate neighborhood W. If F<= IF is a Borel set, we have

o-t(x, E) = %P(t,x,Wn,En Yn).
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But infnis a subset of Wn n W and, by Lemma 1.1, p(t, x, Wn,Ec\ Yn)

= p(t,x,W,EnYn). Hence, ot(x, E) = p(t, x, W, E). The uniqueness of the

measure ot{x, ■) follows from the equality above.

Definition 7. Let S be an TT-C1 surface in an abstract Wiener space (TT, B).

For x in B and i>0, the measure whose existence and uniqueness is shown in

Theorem 1 is the normal surface measure on 5 with dilation parameter / and

translation variable x.

Definition 8. Let V be an open set with TT-C1 boundary in an abstract Wiener

space (TT, B). A map «: dV^> H* with the property that n{y) is a unit normal for

the surface 8V at y and y — sn{y) is in V for small s>0 is said to be an outward

normal map for V.

It follows directly from Definition 3 and the proof of Proposition 2 that an out-

ward normal map exists for a set with TT-C1 boundary and that the map is unique.

Moreover, by the proof of Proposition 2 the map is continuous on the boundary

of the set into TT*.

5. The divergence theorem.

Definition 9. Let (TT, B) he an abstract Wiener space. A sequence {yn} of real-

valued functions on B is said to be an TT-C1 partition of unity if for each

«, yn: B -> [0, 1] is an TT-C1 function, for each x in B there is a neighborhood U of

x on which only finitely many yn are nonzero, and 2? yn(x) = 1 •

Lemma 2.1. Let (TT, B) be an abstract Wiener space. Ifi{Ua}ae^ is any open cover

of B there exists an H-C1 partition of unity, {yn}, such that for each n, the support of

yn is contained in some element of the cover.

Proof. Let/: B -> R be a bounded function which satisfies a Lipschitz condition

on B. For < > 0 the function ptf is an TT-C1 function by an argument in the proof of

Proposition 1. Also, by Proposition 6 of [6], the family {ptf} converges to/uni-

formly as t | 0. Hence, any bounded Lipschitz function on B is the uniform limit

of TT-C1 functions. Let Br{x) denote the ball of radius r centered at x in B. By the

argument above, for any r' <r there is an TT-C1 function which vanishes outside

the set Br{x) and is equal to one on the set Br(x). It follows from a standard argu-

ment that for any open cover of B there exists a subordinate TT-C1 partition of

unity. An example of such an argument appears in [8, pp. 29-30].

Lemma 2.2. Let (TT, B) be an abstract Wiener space. For any x in B there exists a

sequence of twice H differentiable measurable functions {gn}, gn: B -> [0, 1] such that

for each « the support ofgn is compact in B, \ Dgn\ 5| 1 on B,{\ Dgn\} converges to zero

almost everywhere with respect to pt(x, ■ ) and {gn} converges to 1 almost everywhere

with respect to pt(x, ■ ) and ot(x, ■ ), where ot{x, ■ ) is the normal surface measure on

any H-C1 surface in B.

Proof. Let || • || denote the B norm. It follows from the reflexivity of TT that the

image of B* is dense in TT*. Hence, there is a sequence of finite dimensional
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projections on H which converges strongly to the identity and has the property that

each projection extends to a continuous projection on B. By Corollary 5.2 of [4] and

the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of [5], there exists a sequence {|| • \j} of contin-

uous tame seminorms on B such that 2i° || ■ h is a measurable norm on H and

Kr = {y e B :~2x ||j||j<r} has compact closure in Z?forallr>0. We pntfn=PiXKn+x-

It follows immediately from Proposition 9 of [6] that/n is twice H differentiable on

B and that 0ifni 1, |F>/„| i\ on B.

Since each norm || • ||y is a continuous tame norm on B and the equality

ps(Kn) = lim ps\z]\\y\\} < "\

holds for s>0, it is straightforward to show that ps(Kn) is equal to the Wiener

measure (variance parameter s) of the ball of radius n in the abstract Wiener space

(H, B'), where B' is the completion of H in the norm 2f II ■ h- Hence, there holds

(2) lim ps(Kn) = 1
n-» oo

for each s. Choose m such that Pi(Km) >f. Suppose n >m. If k is in Kn_m, then

fin(x + k) = Pi(Kn-k) Z Pi(Km) > I

Similarly if k is not in Kn+m, then fin(x + k)<j. Choose a C2 function a: R^- [0, 1]

such that a(r) = 0 if |r| <i and a(r)=l if |r| >|, and |ot'(r)| i2 for all r. We put

gn = afn. The function gn is twice H differentiable by the chain rule and |FJgn| gl.

Also if y is in Kn _ m + x, gn(y) = 1, and if y is not in Kn+m + x,gn(y) = 0. Hence, gn

has compact support, and by (2), gn converges to one almost everywhere with

respect to pt(x, ■). Moreover, since the norm 2? II ■ ||y is dominated by the Hilbert

norm on H, if y is in A'n_m — x, then y + h, h in H, is in Kn_m — x for |A| sufficiently

small. But gn is constant on this set and so Dgn(y) = 0. Thus, |F>gn| converges to

zero almost everywhere with respect to pt(x, ■).

Now suppose that S is an H-C1 surface in B and that y is in S. Let h be a unit

normal at y and IF be a coordinate neighborhood of y as in Definition 3. J will

denote the projection onto the null space F of Ay. Let at(x, ■) denote the normal

surface measure on S. To prove that gn converges to one almost everywhere with

respect to at(x, ■) it suffices to show that this convergence holds for normal surface

measure restricted to W. By Definition 6, this is equivalent to showing that the

sequence {gniJ'1)} converges to one almost everywhere with respect to Wiener

measure p'tiJx, ■) on F restricted to J(W).

By an argument similar to the one by which we derived (2) one may show that

the sequence {Kn n L} increases to a set which has p's measure equal to one for any

s > 0. Hence we obtain

(3) lim p's(Kn nJ(W)-Jx) = p's(Jx,J(W)).
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For a positive integer m suppose that / is in Km+Jx nJ{W). Now J(J~1l—x)

= l—Jx and this vector is in Km. Also, for any z in B, z—Jz is in span {«}. But,

since 2" IIw1j is finite, 2™ l|/_1/-*ll is finite by the triangle inequality. Hence

J"H is in Kn + x for « sufficiently large. Now gn is identically one on Kn + x, and so

^n(T-1/) converges to one for any / in Km+Jx n /(IF). By (3) then, gnJ_1 converges

to one almost everywhere on J{W).

Definition 10. Let (H, B) he an abstract Wiener space. A continuous linear

operator T: B~^ B* with finite dimensional range is said to be a test operator.

Remark 6. Let Tbe a test operator for (H, B). If F: B^ Bis any map, then the

function y^> iTF(y),yy is defined on B. Suppose that A : H -> H is a bounded

operator. We shall denote by trace [TA] the trace of the operator TA where Im T

is identified with a subspace in H. Other properties of test operators are developed

in Definition 6 of [6].

Theorem 2 (Divergence Theorem). Let V be a set with an H-C1 boundary in

an abstract Wiener space (TT, B). Let F: V yj ëV -> H be a measurable function which

is H differentiable on V and H continuous at the boundary of V. Assume also that

DF: V'-*■ L(TT, TT) is H continuous into the weak operator topology.

If for fixed x in B and t > 0 and each element « in H the functions {F{y), h)2 and

\DF(y)(h)\ are pt(x, ■) integrable on V and the function \F(y)\ is integrable with

respect to normal surface measure ot{x, ■) on 8 V, then for any test operator T on B

there holds

f  {trace [TDF(y)} -1 " \TF(y), y - Xy}pt(x, dy) = f   iTF(y), n(y)yot{x, dy).
Jv JdV

Proof. Let V be an open set with TT-C1 boundary and suppose that z is in dV.

By Definition 3 and the proof of Proposition 2 we may choose an open ball U

centered at z and an H-C1 function g such that V r\ U={ye U: g(y)<0}, the set

W=dVr\ U is a coordinate neighborhood for z, and <«, Dg(y)y>0 for y in U,

where h = n(z) is the outward normal for V at z.

Let k he an element of B* with unit H norm. We show that the statement of the

theorem holds for the test operator T= ik, ■ yk and a vector field F of the form

F(y)=f(y)k, where/is scalar-valued. We assume that F satisfies the hypotheses in

the statement of the theorem, and we assume in addition that the support off is

contained in U.

We put A^=span {«, k}. Since K is a subspace of B*, B=K@L' where L' is the

annihilator of K in B. By Remark 1, pt=p[x p-t where p[ is Wiener measure on L'

and p.t is Gauss measure on K. We use this product decomposition to consider the

expression

(4) jy {(Df(y), k)-r fi(y)ik, y - x}}pt(x, dy).
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By Remark 1, the orthogonal projection of H onto K extends to a continuous

projection A' of B onto K. We put /' = /— A'. Then J' is a projection of B onto F'.

Moreover, it is easy to see that for x in B, pt(x, )=p't(J'x, -)xfi't(N'x, ■). Put

y = l+v where /is in F' and v is in K. Then (4) is equal to the integral with respect to

p'tiJ'x, ■ ) of the expression

(5) f Wil+v), k)-t~ fi(l+ k)(k, v-N'x>}fit(A'x, dv)
Jg{l + v)<0

provided that the integrand in (4) is an integrable function. Now from the definition

of F, \(Df(y), k)\ = \DF(y)(k)\ and this function is integrable on F by assumption.

Also,

I \fiiy)<k,y-x}\ptfady) i {\vf2iy)Ptix>dy)Y\\B <k,y>2Ptidy)y2

= t-ll2{\v(F(y),k)2pt(x,dy)Y

and the last integral is finite by assumption. We also note that for any /, (5) exists

because the integrand is a continuous function and has compact support in Ä'.

For fixed / we put a(v)=g(l+v). By the choice of g, a is C1 in a neighborhood of

the support of the integrand in (5). Moreover, for v in this neighborhood, /4-f is in

U and so

(Va)(v)-h = (Dg(l+k),h) > 0.

Using the inner product structure on K, we have the equivalent expression

(2nty-äimK>12 f {(Df(l+v), k)-t-fi(l+k)(k, v-N'x)}
(6) Ja(v)<0

x exp[-(2t)-1\v-N'x\2]dv

for (5), where dv is Lebesgue measure on K. Now the integrand is the divergence

of the vector field

f(l+v) exp [-(2t)-1\v-N'x\2]k

on K. Hence, by the classical divergence theorem, expression (6) is equal to

(7) fiil+s)fa «'(í))(2^)(-,UmK),2 exp [-(2t)-1\s-A'x\2] ds
Ja(s) = 0

where ds is (Lebesgue) surface measure on the surface {a = 0}. Although {« = 0}

does not bound an open set in K, the fact that Va/i>0 in a convex neighborhood

of the support of/(/4-t0 allows one to apply the divergence theorem.

Now by the chain rule, n'(s) = \A'Dg(l+s)\ ~1A'Dg(l+s). Also, Az, the normal

projection for dVatz, is given by <[h, ■ }h, and it follows from the implicit function

theorem that the restriction of Jz to {a = 0} is a homeomorphism into Lz n K. Here,

Lz is the null space of Nz. Thus, we may use the local formula for ds which defines
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ds as a transformation of Lebesgue measure on Lz n K. When ds is so represented,

(7) becomes an integral with respect to Gauss measure on Lz n K. If this expression

is integrated with respect to p[(J'x, dl) on L', one obtains, using the formula in

Definition 6, the expression

f   f(y)<k, n(y)>t(x, dy).
JdV

Thus, we have shown that the divergence theorem holds for the vector function

F(y)=f(y)k and the test operator T=<Jk,   >/r.

We now show that the divergence theorem holds for f(y)k where f(y)k satisfies

that hypotheses of the theorem and the support of/ is compact in B. For each z in

dV, let U¡¡, g2 be chosen as in the argument above. For z not in 8V, let Uz he an

open ball centered at z not intersecting at 8V and put gz=l on Uz. The family

{Uz} covers B and by Lemma 2.1 there is an TT-C1 partition of unity {yn} which is

subordinate to this cover. For fixed « we consider the vector field yn(y)f(y)k.

Since the support of/is compact, the function Dyn is bounded in Hubert norm on

this set. It follows that F=ynfk satisfies the hypotheses for the theorem and that the

support of F is contained in some Uz. Hence, by the argument above, the theorem

holds for F.

Now, using the compactness of the support of/and the definition of an H-C1

partition of unity, one can easily see that the divergence theorem holds for the

vector field 2 Ynfk =flc ar>d test operator T= ik, ■ }k.

Next, we consider F(y)=f(y)k where no assumption concerning the support off

is made. We choose a sequence of twice H differentiable functions {gn} which have

the properties asserted in Lemma 2.2. In particular, gn has compact support, gn

and Dgn are bounded, and by the integrability assumptions made on F, the diver-

gence theorem holds for each Fn(y)=gn(y)f(y)k and T=ik, ->Ar. Moreover, upon

taking limits in the integral identity, one obtains the identity for F.

Finally, let F be a vector function satisfying the hypotheses for the theorem, and

let T he an arbitrary test operator. By Definition 6 of [6], there holds Ty

= 2ï (,e¡, yyTe¡ where {e,}" is a subset of B* which is orthonormal in TT. Hence, the

integral

f    iTF(y), n{y)yol{x, dy) = ¿ f    {F{y), e,)in(y), Tej)ot(x, dy)
JdV 1  JdV

exists by the assumptions on F. Also, we have shown that for each/ the divergence

theorem holds for the vector field FJ(y) = (F(y),ej)Te, and the test operator

Tj=\Tej\~2iTej,-yTej. Upon adding the integral identities one obtains the

identity for F and T. This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Definition 11. Let (TT, B) he an abstract Wiener space and U be an open subset

of B. A function T7: £/ -> TT has finite divergence at x in U if Fis H differentiable at

x and DF(x) is an operator on H of trace class. For such a map the divergence of F

at x is the quantity trace [DF(x)], and the divergence is denoted by (div F)(x).
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It is easily seen that the above expression coincides with the usual definition of

divergence if the space H is finite dimensional.

Corollary 2.1. Let V be a set with an H-C1 boundary in the space (H, B).

Assume that F: V u dV'-*■ H is a measurable H continuous vector field with finite

divergence on V and that F is uniformly bounded in B* norm on V. If for x in B and

t>0 the function \F\ is at(x, ■) integrable on dV, and the trace class norm of DF is

pt(x, ■) integrable on V, then there holds

f {(div F)(y)-t-\F(y),y-x}}pt(x,dy)= f    (F(y),n(y)fa(x,dy).
Jv ¿dv

Proof. It follows from an argument in the proof of Lemma 2.2 that there is a

sequence {Pn} of test operators on B such that the restriction of Pn to H is an

orthogonal projection and {Pn} converges strongly to the identity map on H. We

apply Theorem 2 to F and a test operator Pn. Now limn^œ trace [PnDF(y)]

= (div F)(y) for each y, and also lim,,^» <[PnF(y), n(y)~) = (F(y), n(y)}. Moreover,

since Fis bounded in B* norm,

|<F(j),j-x>-<PnF(j),.F-x>| i M\\(I-Pn)(y-x)\\.

By an argument in [6, p. 174], the integral of the right-hand expression relative to

the measure pt(x, ■) converges to zero as n -*■ co. Hence, we may apply the domi-

nated convergence theorem to the integrals in the identity obtained from Theorem

2. The resulting identity is the desired one.

Corollary 2.1 is related to a result established by Stengle [9] for Gaussian

probability measures on the space C[0, 1], Let C denote the Banach space consist-

ing of all continuous real-valued functions on [0, 1] which vanish at zero. The

indefinite integral defines an embedding of the space F2(0, 1) into C. It is shown in

[4] that the pair (F2(0, 1), C) is an abstract Wiener space and that the measure px

carried by C is the canonical Wiener measure. Now px defines a measure on

C[0, 1], and Corollary 4 in [9] for this measure is comparable to Corollary 2.1

above. However, the hypotheses in Corollary 4 are quite different from those in

Corollary 2.1. This difference arises from the fact that surface measure is not used

in [9]. In Corollary 4, a conditional expectation function is used in place of a

surface integral.

6. Examples. Let H be a real Hilbert space and let A : H -> H be a one-to-one

operator of Hilbert-Schmidt type. The norm ||x|| = |/4br| is a measurable norm by

Theorem 2 of [4]. The space B obtained by completing H in this norm is itself a

Hilbert space, for \\x\\ arises from an inner product [x, y] = (Ax, Ay) on H. It is well

known that the square of a Hilbert norm is infinitely Fréchet differentiable. Hence,

the set {xeB: \\x\\ =r} is a differentiable surface in B for each r>0. By Remark 2,

this set is an 7F-C1 surface.
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It is an interesting fact that the above surfaces have finite normal surface measure

for any parameters x and t. This is a consequence of the following more general

result which we derive with the use of the divergence theorem.

Let (H, B) he an abstract Wiener space and A be a two-dimensional subspace of

B*. By Remark 1 there are projections Q and 7 of B onto A" and ker Q respectively,

and L = ker Q carries a family {p[} of Wiener measures. Now the corollary to

Proposition 1 is applicable to the space (K1, L). That is, for a given e>0, there is a

function/: L ^ R satisfying a Lipschitz condition such that the function plfihas a

nonzero K1 derivative on {leL: e< ||/|| <e""1}for /small, andp'Japproximates the

norm on this set. Hence, if r>0 is given, for a suitable />0 and/ the function

g(x)= \Qx\2+pif has a nonzero TT derivative on the nonempty set

{x e B: r/2 á g(x) S r}.

Moreover, by the choice of/ the set V={x e B: g{x)<r} has an H-C1 boundary.

In addition, the vector field F(x)= Dg(x) has finite divergence on V \J dV by

[6, Theorem 3] and the trace class norm of F is a uniformly bounded continuous

function of x. By composing g with a suitable C1 function a: R-> R, one obtains

a vector field F'{x) = a{g{x))\Dg{x)\~2F{x) which has finite divergence on Fand is

such that F'(x)=\Dg{x)\-2Dg{x) if g(x) = r.

Let {gn} he a sequence of twice TT differentiable functions with the properties

asserted in Lemma 2.2. Since gn has compact support, each vector field gnF'

satisfies the hypotheses for Corollary 2.1. Hence, we obtain the identity

(8)     f {(div gnF'){y)-t-1gniF'{y),y-xy}pt{x,dy) = Í   gn(y)\Dg(y)\~1at(x, dy)
Jv JdV

for any x and t. Now by the definition of F' there holds

\(divgnF')(y)\ Ú c\Dg(y)\-2   and    \{F'(y),y-x}\ Ú c\Dg(y)\~2

for some c>0. But,

J1 Dg(y)\ -2Pt(x, dy)if\ Qy\-2Pt(dy)

= (27TÍ)"1 íí|r|-2exp[-(20-1|t;|2]^ < oo.

Hence, the left-hand expression in (8) remains bounded as « -> oo. It follows that

the integral jdv \Dg(y)\ ~1ot(x, dy) is finite. Since |£>gO>)| is bounded, this implies

that ot(x, ÔV) is finite. Thus, we have shown that in any abstract Wiener space,

there exist nonempty bounded sets whose boundaries carry finite surface measure.

In an example above we considered a norm given by ||x|| = \Ax\ where A is a

Hilbert-Schmidt operator on a Hubert space TT. The argument above may be

applied to the function g(x)= \\x\\2. One has only to note that an eigenvector of the

operator A*A on TT is in B*. Then if K is the span of any two eigenvectors, the
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identity g(x)= ||Ôx||24- ||Fx||2 holds for the projections Q and F onto A'and ker Q.

One may verify directly that the function \Dg(y)\~1 is unbounded on the sphere

{x e B: ||jvr|| =r}. However, by the argument above it is integrable relative to any

normal surface measure.
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